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PRINCIPES DE L' ORDRE ýIAGNETIQUE ýýUCLEAIRE

Résumé: Nous décrivons dans cet article les principes de production et
d'observation d'ordre magnétique nucléaire des spins couplés par intérac-
tion dipolaires. Les très basses températures (ýK) , de spin sont obtenues
en deux temps : Nous polarisons dynamiquement les spins en champ magnéti-
que élevé puis on les désaimante adiabatiquement dans le referentiel tour-

nant en irradiant le système de spin par une radio fréquence convenable.

Nous passons en revue les différentes mesures possibles dérivées de
techniques de résonance et les indications que ces mesures donnent de l'or-

dre magnétique obtenu.

Des précisions théoriques sur la nature de l'ordre magnétique, a tem-

pérature positive et négative sont faites en utilisant le champ de Weiss
local. Dans le cas d'un système cubique simple de spin 1/2 on prévoit trois

structures antiferromagnétiques.

L'approximation de Weiss est utilisé pour prédire en fonction de l'en-

tropie différentes propriétés des antiferromagnétiques : aimantation des

sous-réseaux, entropie de transition, susceptibilités longitudinales et

transversales, champ de transition et forme du signal de passagý rapide
observé en dispersion.
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We delcribe in this arncle the pnnciples of production and observation of rnaanetic orderinl in

systeml of nuclear apins subjected to dipole-dipole interacnons The coohng necessary for produClnl
orderinl, which conSms only the nuclei, IS obtained by a two-step process: dynamic polarization in a

hiP field rollowed by adlaballc nuclear demagnenzanon The study IS mostly limited to adiabetic
demqnetization in tbe rotating frame. for which the effecuve nuclear spin-spin Interactions are

truncated dipolar interactIOns We hst briefly a number of measurements that can be made, mostly
feRVInt to ma.netic resonance techniques, together With the informauon they yield on the ordering.
The prediction of tbe nature of ordered structures, both at posruve and negauve temperatures, IS made

through the use or the local WeiSS' field approxirnauon In the case of Simple cubic systems of spms
112, one predicts the occurrence of thre-e different annlerromagnetic structures The Welss·field
approumation, occasionally supplernented with high-temperature approxunauon to spin temperature
theory, is finally UIed for predicting as a function of entropy various properties of the

antifrrromainetic states sublatnce magnetizations, transmon entropy, transverse and lonlitudlnal
susceptibilities. transition field, and shape of the fast-passage dispersion signal
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A Summary of the principle of production of nuclear magne ne

ordering

The production of magnetic ordering in nuclear
spin systems subjected to dipole-dipole inte r act ions
requires exceedingly low temperatures, as a con-
sequence of the smallness of these interactions.
As a rough estimate, the c r it ic a l temperature Tc

for these systems is such that RB Tc is comparable
with the interaction energy between nuclei nearest
neighbors. The latter being typically of the order
of a few kHz (in frequency units), the temperature
Tc is expected to be of the order of lOý K or less,
which is well outside the reach of present cryogemc
techniques.

We use a cooling process in WhICh only the nucle-
ar spins are cooled to the microdegree range,
whereas the lattice remains at relatively high tem-
perature (typically 0.3 K in our experiments). An
obviously necessary condition is that one can find
nuclear spin systems sufficiently loosely coupled
to the lattice to be practically isolated during a

time Tl long enough to perform observations on
them. Furthermore, it is necessary that these
isolated systems reach in a time Tz much shorter
than Tl a state of internal equilibrium character-

published experimental results are reproduced on
the figures, for the purpose of testing the validity
of the theoretical curves,

Use of more sophisticated theoretical methods
and tnvestrgation of other structures are deferred
to future publications. One may note, however,
that a detailed analysi s of nuclear antiferromag-
netism by the spin-wave and the random-phase ap-
proximations has been given in a thesis (Ref, 7) to

which the reader is referred.

Principles of nuclear magnetic ordering

I. INTRODUCTION

10

Following the early proposal of a method for pro-
ducing magnetic ordering in systems of nuclear
spins subjected to dipole-dipole interactions, I,Z ex-
periments have been performed In calcium f luo r ide
and lithium fluoride that provided evidence for the
existence of antiferromagnetism, ln CaF z and

LiF, 3-10 and of ferromagnetism, in Ca Fj ,
9.11 In

the short publications describing these results we
contented ourselves with a brief descnption of the
techniques of production and observation of nuclear
magnetic ordering and of the theoretical methods
used for describing the nature and properties of
the ordered states.

The purpose of the present article is to give a

fuller desc r iption of some of the principles and

methods used in this study.
In the rest of the Introduction we recall briefly

the nature of the problem investigated and the prm-
ciple of production of nuclear magnetic ordering,
and we give a short list of the types of measure-
ments that can be made.

This is followed, ln Sec. II, by the desc ription
of the local Weiss-held app ro xi mation, as applied
to simple cubic systems of spins ý subjected to

truncated dipole-dipole interactions, for predictmg
the ordered structures occurring at low tempera-
ture. Finally, Sec. ill uses a combination of
Weiss-field and high-temperature approximations
for predicting the properties of antiferromagnetic
structures as a function of field and temperature.
This last part is limited to the analysis of a par-
ticular antiferromagnetic structure, observed in
calcium. fluoride, on which most of the measure-
ments have been performed so far. Some of the

PHYSICAL RýVII:;W Ü
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where ý is the inverse temperature,
In a high held, on the other hand, that is, when

the Zeeman interaction is much larger than the

dipole-dipole one, the establishment of a thermal
equilibrtum wrthin the spin system is exceedingly
slow. It can be shown that the system possesses
two quasiconstants of the motion: the Zeeman in-
teraction ""01. and the secular part 1(ý of the dipole-
dipole mte r act ion, that IS, that part of XD which
commutes with I ". This so-called secular or trun-
cated dipole-dipole interaction is of the form

thermal equilibrium corresponds to a density ma-
trix of the form

with

All = ý ylf (1 - 3cos29lJ}rj , (5)

where 81J is the angle between the applied field Ho
and rlJ.

One can establish a thermal contact between
Zeeman and.truncated dipolar interactions by trra-
diating the sample with an rf field III perpendicular
to Ho and rotating with a frequency w close to the
Larmor frequency Wo = - "'l'Ho of the spins. In a

frame rotating with frequency w, the evolution of

where )"IJ is the distance between spins i and j.
That the demagnetrz ation ends up with a cooling

of -"'D results from the fact (well established in the
high-temperature limit) that a fast thermal mixing
between Zeeman and dipolar interactions takes
place as soon as the applied field becomes less than
a few times the local dipolar field. The mixing
time dec reases steeply with applied field and

reaches eventually a value Tz typically of the order
of 1 00 ý sec. The total Hamiltonian being

nary dipole-dipole mte r act ions , but also when they
are t runc.ued dipole-dipole inte rnctions. This is
done by pe rfo r nu ng the adiabatic demagnetization
either III the l.ibo r ato ry {Lime or III the rotating
frame, re spec ttve ly. These notions are very fa-
rrn har In nuclear magne u srn. We recall them very
bnefly.

Fo llowmg ;1l1 adiabatic demagnetization in the
laboratory frame, that i s, an actual decrease of
the app h ed held to zero, the final Hamiltonian of
the system reduces to its dipole-dipole Hamilto-
ruan, il we suppose that the sample contains only
one nuclear species of spins I, this Hamiltonian is
of the form

_, 1" -,}" (.. (il' rl})( iJ. r'J»)
itD = -2 L -, Il' IJ - 3 ,

I.J YjJ YI}

(1)P = tanh(1i..:o- 2kB T) "

ized by ;l te mpe r-ature . The Ii r st condit ion can be

Iulf rl le d bv usuu; .in msulatmc di amagnetrc solid at

low tempe·r.lturý. As {or the second one, ItS va lid-

Ity has been postulated lone .W:o and used as the
tx.srs of the spin-temperature theory. This theory
has been ve r if ied In J. g reat many e xpe rirnents "

but. apart {rom the present work, only under high-
temperature conditions, that IS, when 1.'8 T IS much
larcer than the average ene rgv per Spill. It IS only
under very special corxnnons but this theory has
been observed to {ail. 13 The present study IS based
on the as sumption that the spm-ternpe r ature con-
cept re rn.uns valid even at low temperature. It IS

[usnfied by the e xper imental results obtained so

{ar.
The nuclear cooling process used III this study IS

a rwo -step process which work.s as {allows.
(a) The nuclear spms are dynamic ally polarrzed

In a hlf:h external held Ho by the solid effect, 14

i , e.. by indue mg wi th a mie rowa ve he Id of app ro-

prrate frequency {lip-flop transrtions between the
nuclear spins and suitable electroruc spms present
at low concenrr atron in the sample. Increasing the
polar iz anon of the nuclear spins IS equivalent to a

coolmg , as shown {or Instance for spins ý. Their
polarrzanon P IS related to their temperature T

according to

so that, say, in a field where ....·0 211" - 100 MHz, a

polarization of 50ý corresponds to a spin tempera-
ture T"'-4.7xIO-.lK.

(b) The polarized nuclear spins are subjected to

an adiabatic demagnetization, which at the same
time reduces their Hamtltoruan to ItS dipolar part
and decreases their temperature by a large factor.
The cooling ac hieved by this step IS limited by the
re stdual dipolar held at the nuclear sHe-Weiss-
held when the final state is magnetically ordered,
or local held when it IS not. An order-of-magni-
tude c alc ulat ion Within the high-temperature ap-
proximation to spm-temperature theorv? yields a
decrease of temperature by a factor approxirnatelv

4
"

10 from a held of say 25 k.G to zero applied held,
which together with the cooling achieved III the first
step, IS suff ic ient to br ing the spin temperature
into the microdegree range necessary for the pro-
duction of ordering.

It is in fact simpler to discuss this process in
terms of entropy rather than temperature: The dy-
namic polarization of the nuclear spins in high field
decreases their entropy, and the adiabatic dernag-
netization simply removes the unwanted high field
while keeping the entropy constant.

.

One consequence of the fact that we are dealing
with nuclear spin systems isolated from the lattice
iý that we can study their low-temperature proper-
ties DOt only when their interactions are the ordr-

lU
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One can observe with a small nonsaturating rf

field either the absorption or the dispersion signal,
yielding the following information: The disper-sion
signal at the center of the resonance is proportion-
al to XL. The first moment of the absorption signal
is proportional to the dipolar energy. This result,
which will be proved elsewhere, allows a simple
and accurate measurement (within a few percent) of
this energy.

Let us take, for instance, the case of an antifer-
romagnetic structure. Recording the absorption
signal at frequency w can be shown to be equivalent
to performing an antiferromagnetic resonance ex-
periment with a field rotating at the low frequency
«1)0 - w), while benefiting from the sensitivity of

The bulk longitudinal magnetization in the pres-
ence of a nonzero longitudinal effective field is
proportional to the longitudinal susceptibility )." of
the system. It can be measured from the area of
the absorption signal, or through the field it
creates in the neighborhood of the sample, a field
which can be determined for instance by the shift
of the resonance frequency of liquid He3" ft Other
schemes can be devised for measuring this suscep-
tibility. They will be described in a different
article.

clear magnetism, is linked to the fact that the di-
polar Hamiltonian has an upper bound to its energy
spectrum. When T- + 0, the state of the system is

that of lowest energy; when T- -0, it is that of
highest energy. It is then possible, with the same
Hamiltonian JeD, to study two different orderings.

(d) It is not the temperature which is the most
directly accessible parameter, but the entropy of
the system.

B. Types of measuremenU

J Resonance Ji,,,,,, in the tümagnrl;ud slalr

We list briefly some of the measurements that
can be performed and the kind of information they
yield. Most use the techniques of magnetic reso-
nance.

The dispersion signal u, which is the magnetiza-
tion in phase with the rf field, IS static when viewed
from the rotating frame and proportional to the
transverse susceptibility XL of the system. Of par-
ticular interest is the value of XL in zero effec-
tive field, that is, at the center of the fast passage.
Furthermore, it suffers a noticeable change at the
transition from the high-effective-field paramag-
netic phase to the low-effective-field ordered
phase, which offers the possibility of measuring
the critical field of transition.

J. Disoersto» Jignal durin, Ih" ftUl paDII,r

(8)

(6)
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The rate of achievement of equilibrium, which we
can formally calculate as a function of ý and Wh

12

can be made fast. The so-called adiabatic demag-
netization in the rotating frame is performed by a

fast passage ": One applies an rf field at a distance
ý from resonance such that I ý I » I,'j('h I and slowly
decreases I ý I to zero. The final Hamiltonian is
wlf.+JeD",,]t'D if WI is small. One can also decrease
adiabatically WI to zero, so that the Hamiltonian is
truly JeD'

Once we have made WI = 0, there is no need of
using a rotating frame any more and we can con-
sider the system as viewed from the laboratory
frame. Since in a high held there are two quasi-
constants of the motion, wof. and J<.'D, the quasi-
equilibrium form of the density matrix is

the density matrix of the spin system depends on
the following effective Hamiltonian:

The spin-temperature theory states that the system
evolves toward a state of equilibrium characterized
by a temperature in the rotating frame, i. e ." that
its density matrix in the rotating frame becomes

o = e-ax·/Tr{ ".. } . (7)

with two düferent inverse temperatures Q and fj

for the two quasiconstants of the motion. The ef -

feet of the fast passage is to make Q' = 0 and j3 large.
All experiments performed so far have used adi-

abatic demagnetization in the rotating frame, and
the rest of this paper is restricted to the study of
the low-temperature properties of the truncated
Hamiltonian .'!I.'D.

The main characteristics of this study are the
following.

(a) The Hamiltonian }{'D is known with certainty,
with no adjustable parameter. The study of nue lear
dipolar magnetic ordering is then a "clean" prob-
lem that affords a test of the validity of the approx-
imate statistical theories of magnetism. The situ-
ation is not quite so bright because of the presence
oi the electronic paramagnetic impurities neces-
sary for performing the dynamic polarization.
Their perturbating influence can be rendered neg-
ligible by decreasing their concentration. It is up

to experiment to determine which concentrations
are acceptable.

(b) The Hamiltonian Xl, depends on the orienta-
tion of the external field Ho through the values of

8'1 [Eqs. (4) and (5»). so that the ordered struc-
tures are likely to depend on this orientation.

(c) The spin temperature in the demagnetized
state can be made at will positive or negative, de-
pending on the sign of 41 = Wo - w when starting the

fast passage. This possibility, well known in nu-
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with ;;:; - }H + ýI' We limit ourselves for the mo-
ment to the case when ii = 0, so that Eq. (11) be-
comes
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(12)

(11)

(10)

<TI> = - ý(wfll wfi ) tanh(1 131 wf I) ,

WI.:; 2 L AIJU!) .
J

If the external field is H (this is in our case an

effective field in the rotating frame) the total field
experienced by the spin I. is Hf = ii + H. and the

thermal average of T. at the inverse temperature
ý is given by the usual Brillouin function; that is,
for a spin ý

This vectorial equation is equivalent to a system of
three equations for the components (Iý), (/:.>, and
Uý) of <ÎI). If there are S SplOS in the sample, Eq.
(12) summarizes a system of 3S equations which
has, for every value ofý, a number of solutions.
Among these solutions we must select those for
which all components (I!), (Iý), and (/!) are real
numbers.

The next step consists of determining among all
these solutions the one that is stable. We can use
three different forms for the thermodynamic sta-
bility criterion. We give first these forms for
systems that can be found only at positive tempera-
tures. The stable state among many possible
states of the system is as follows: at constant tem-
perature, the state for which the free energy F = E
- TS = E - S/fj is minimum (we use units for which
If = k. = 1); at constant energy, the state for which

1""- -
E :;

2' 7 WI " II , (0)

where the factor ý accounts for the fact that thta 1.
a self-energy.

According to Eq. (4) the components of the fre-
quency WI are

Wh:; - L AjJ( I!) ,
I

en spin il with all oth!r spins of the sample, one
treats only that Spill Ii as a quantum-mechanical
observable and replaces the spin operators of all
other particles by their thermal ave rage, i. e., by
c numbers. T'his amounts to neg lecting correla-
tions between spins. This aver age interaction is
equivalent to the Zeeman coupling WI' i. of the spin
i, with a fic ti tious magnetic fie ld it I

= - w'; Y, the
so-called local Weiss field. We will call w. the

Weiss frequency.
The spin-spin energy, expressed in frequency

units, takes the form

The deter rmnanon of magnetic ordered struc-
tures other than ferromagnetic is a problem that
has not received a definite answer yet. One has
always to resort to approxirnate methods open to
c rrtic ism, whose validity has ultimately to be

checked by experiment.
We use in this section a method developed by

Villainzo that makes use of the local Weiss-field
approximation. The discussion will be limited to
systems of identical spins ý forming a Bravais lat-
tice with a center of symmetry and eventually spe-
cialized to the case of a simple cubic lattice. An
alternative method is described in Ref. 7.

The local Weiss-field approximation la the fol-
lowing. When considering the interaction of a giv-

(( DlRI\ HIO' OF THE ORDERED STRLilTLRES

Neutron diliraction, which IS a unique method for
asce rtairung the nature of a magnetic ordered
structure, 17 can be used with nuclear magnetic
spins despite the very low value of their magnetic
moment, because the spin-dependent part of neu-
tron-nucleus scattering is mostly caused by strong
interaction and can be much larger than their mag-
netic scatter-ing. 111,19 Expe rt rnenta lly , this ampli-
tude is very large for protons, which should make
It easy to study the ordering of a proton system,
whereas It IS so small for Iluor ine that it IS impos-
Sible to use neutron diffraction to study antûerro-
magnetisrn in calcium fluoride.

-I RI'SOflllflN' of a nuclear ma!(fý/'C probe

-' ,ýU(Ton-djffrgCllon study

Besides the main nuclear spins whose o rde ring
IS studied. the sample may contain nuclear spms
of a diffe rent species at low concentr at ion, such
as °Ca 111 CaFz, 87Sr 111 SrFz, or 6LI 1Il Li F', Be-
cause of their low concent r ation, these impur rty

spins do not perturb the o rde rtng of the main spins
and can be used to probe this ordering on a micro-
SCOpiC scale, for Instance when the latter create
dûferent dipolar flelds at the sites of dûferent
probe nuclei, which cause a splitting of their reso-
nance signal. II The impur ity Spins can also be

used to measure the dipolar temperature TD: When
an rf fie Id IS applied at a distance ý from their
resonance, their effective Zeeman interaction A S.
acquires the same temperature as that of the di-
polar interactions of the main spins I through ther-
mal mixing. Their final magnetization is related
in a known way [by a Br illouin tunction of AiI .. TDI
to this common temperature, which can thus be

measured.

resonance at the high f r-equenc y v,'. We get In that
, 16,

way mîor mation on sublattrce magnetiz anons as

well as on spin-spin re laxation ln the ordered
phase.

10
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(18)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17a)

(17b)

(17c)

- L A'JUý - XU!) = 0 ,
J

:;1 = X<ÏI) ,

with

X = - 4/Pe = - 4kB Tc/Ii "

(v) When in the limiting case of small polariza-
tions the stable structure is a permanent one we
make the hypothesis that this structure remains
stable at all temperatures with respect to all solu-
tions of Eq. (12) although we only know this to be

true with respect to a few of them.
(vi) When in the limiting case of small polariza-

tions the stable structure is not a permanent one
this procedure yields no answer as to the ordered
structure.

In the rest of this section we analyze these varr-
ous points and then use this analysi s to predict the
ordered structures 10 a simple cubic lattice.

The limit when all I <il) I are infinitely small
corresponds by definition to the critical tempera-
ture for the ordered structure. The Weiss-fre-
quency magnitudes I:;. I are also small in this lim-
it and we can replace in Eq. (12) the hyperbolic
tangent by its argument:

Since according to Eq. (10):;1 is a linear combina-
tion of the various spin-component average values,
Eq. (14) summarizes a system of 3.'· linear homo-
genous equations relating the spin-component aver-
age values of the .v nuclei of the sample. It is an

eigenvalue problem which has 3.'· solutions, corre-
sponding to 3N values of Pc, to be determined.

Equation (14) can also be written

To proceed further, we introduce the following
Fourier transforms:

Equations (14) and (15) correspond to structures
where the Weiss-field experienced by a given spin
is proportional to the magnetization of that spin,
with a proportionality constant identical for all
spins.

We now analyze the various structures satisfying
Eq. (15). According to the form (10) of WI> Eq.
(15) corresponds to the following set of equations:

(13)

GOLDMAN, CHAPELLIER, VU, AND ABRAGAM

+ (1 - PI) ln(1 - PI)!} ,

s = L {ln2 - H (1 + PI) ln(1 + PI)
I
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the entropy is maximum; at constant entropy, the
state for which the energy is minimum.

When dealing with nuclear spin systems we
choose the zero of energy to be that of the system
at infinite temperature. Systems at posi.tive tem-
perature then have negative energi.es and systems
at negative temperature have positive energies. It

can be shown that ln the process or preparation of
the system (that is, adiabatic de magnettzatton from
a high field) the sign of the energy and therefore
also the sign of the temperature cannot change.
The determination of stable structures has to be
made independently for positive temperatures
(i, e., negative energies) and for negative tempera-
tures (i. e., posrtive energies). The former ex-
pressions for stability criterion are modified as
follows. The stable structure among many pos-
sible structures whose energies have the same
well-defined sign is as follows: at constant tem-
perature the one for which I F I is maximum; at
constant energy the one for which S is maximum;
at constant entropy the one for which I E I is maxi-
mum.

The energy is given by Eq. (9). As for the en-
tropy it is within the Weiss-field approximation
equal to21

where P. is the modulus of the polarization PI
= 2(il).

To summarize, the program for determining the
stable structures is made of two steps: (i) Find at
all temperatures all structures satisfying Eq. (12);
(ii) use the stability criterion to find among these
the stable ones as a function of temperature, ener-
gy, or entropy. This program cannot be fulfilled
for it is in general not possible to find all solutions
of Eq. (12) at arbitrary values of temperature.

The procedure that is adopted, less general than
the one just outlined, is based on the following
points:

(i) It is possible to find all solutions of Eq. (12)
in the limiting case when all <il> are vanishingly
small.

(H) We can use the stability criterion to deter-
mine the stable structure in this limiting case.

(iii) Among the structures that satisfy Eq. (12)
in the limiting case, some remain solutions of
these equations at all temperatures (to within a

scaling of the values of PI) whereas many do not.
At an arbitrary temperature we know then but a few
of all possible solutions of Eq. (12), corresponding
to these "permanent" structures.

(iv) The relative stability of these permanent
structures does not depend on temperature.
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(28)

(24)

(l.(k) = U,(k) = 0 for all k ;

(/Jk) = 0

from which

(Iý = N-lIz[e-'io';:'(ly(ko)

+e"o·;:'(/.).. -ko)] " (27)

Again, (lý is real if (/y(ko) = (ly( - ko)·, which can
be achieved in two independent ways and yields two

independent solutions.
These four solutions are degenerate, so that

their linear combinations are also solutions of
Eqs. (20).

Taking into account all ,\' vectors k of the first
Brillouin zone we have 2.\'-independent transverse
solutions, which together with the.\' longitudinal
solutions solve the problem of Imding all solutions
of Eqs. (20). Each different value of :\ corre-
sponds to a different c r itical temperature, accord-
mg to Eq. (16).

The great simplicity of the solutions is a direct
consequence of the use of a truncated dipole-dipole
interaction. When the full dipole-dipole interaction
is used, that is, for the study of magnetic ordering
in actual zero field, the z component of the Weiss
field H" for instance, depends on the various (lý),
but also on the various (Iý) and (11.). The theory
leads, in place of Eqs. (20), to a set of three equa-
tions for each vector k, of the form

a(l,,(k) + b{l.).k» + c(l.(k» = 0 "

This system has to be diagonalized by a rotation

(/ý = (lý) = 0 . (25)

(l!) is real if (l.(ko) = (1.( - ko»"'. This can be

achieved in two independent ways, which yields two
independent solutions.

We can also have

U.(k) = 0

(ly(k) = (l.(k) = 0 for all k ;

from which, for individual spins,

U!) = N-1/2le-'to'r'(Iý(ko» + e'kQ'r'(/,,( - ko») ,

For every couple of vectors ± ko of the first
Brillouin zone there are four independent solutions
of Eqs. (20). We can have

x = - A{ko), (Ix{ko)"* 0, (lx( - ko»"* 0,

Bril10Uln zone. There are then as many indepen-
dent 10ngltudll1al solutions as distinct vectors k in

the first Br il louin zone, that is, S.

(23)

(22)

( 19)

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

P R INC I P LES 0 F Nue LEA R :\1 A G NET leo R DER I N G

I, = S
-lIZ

ý

e-' t·r. i(1t) ,
t

[ - A(k) - \].I,(k) = 0 ,

l - A(k) - .\]I,(k) = 0 ,

[ZA (k) -.\ ].l.(k) = 0 .

we get

\i!) = S-lIZ[e-,to·r·V.(ko» + e·to·;'(l.{ -ko»] ,

(Iý) = Uý) = 0 .

.

The condition J!) eq,uals a r!al number is satis-
fied by choosing \1.( - ko» = (lAko)"'. This can be

done 111 two mdependent ways. For instance,

The value of ( IS arbitrary and is only bound to be

small.
We have then found two independent degenerate

solutions for each couple oï values :t ko, except
when + ko is not distinct from - ko, in which case
there is only one solution. This happens wilen to
= 0 and when ko is at the boundary of the first

where r, IS the vector jo uuna the o r unn (taken ýt

:1 !:lttlce s ite ï to the location of the spin Ii, and k

IS one of the.\" vector-s of the rec iproc a l Iatt ice be-

long uu; to the first Brillouin zone.
Equation (19) IS meaningful only insofar as the

sum over I IS independent of indexj, a question
that Will be examined later on. Let us assume for
the moment that this is the case. According to Eq.
(19), A( - k) A-(k). On the other hand, since ýhe
lattice has a center of symmetry, we have A( - k)
= A(kl so that all A(k) are real numbers.

By an elementary and standard calculation, the
system of Eqs. (17) is transformed into

The 3S solutions of Eqs. (20) are of two differ-
ent types: longitudinal and transverse. They are
lis ted be low.

I Lon,;tudiNIl slruclurrs

Let ko be a given vector k. Equations (20) are
satisfied by the choice:

x = ZA(ko), (/.(ko» "* 0, (1.( - ka) "* 0 ,

<I.(k) = 0 for k"*:t ko , (21)

(l.(k) = (ly(k) = 0 (or all vectors k "

lnverting Eq. (18)

I.(ko) = - ',1,( - ka) = ic .

or

10
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(31 )

and

U6( - ko» = da)NI/2(1 - i) ,

we get from Eq. (23)

U!) = + a for the planes 0, 1,4,5,8,9, etc.,

(/ý) = - a for the planes 2,3,6,7, 10, 11, etc.

This corresponds to an antiferromagnetic struc-
ture consisting of pairs of adj acent planes alte r-

natively parallel and antiparallel to Ho.
Transi-erse permanent structures. For every

couple of vectors ± ko it is possible to find a per-
manent structure that is a linear combination of
solutions (25) and (26). If we choose

(I.(ko» = (I.( - ko) = da)xl/2
,

(I.(ko) -U.(-ko»=iOa)S"Z,
we get, according to Eq. (23),

(lý) acos(ko' r.) and (Iý> aSin(ko' ri) .

This corresponds to a helical structure where,
along the direction ko, the magnetization rotates 111

a plane perpendicular to Ho.
There may exist other permanent structures de-

pending on the particular values of the A(k) in spe-
cific cases.

As permanent structures correspond to

P, = 21 <i,) 1

= P = conat J

tures are then those that satisfy both Eqs. (12) and
(15), i. e.,

tanh(ýplw.I)=-\I;:;.I. (30)

This is possible only if I;:;. I is independent of the
subscript i, which implies that

where a is a constant depending on fl.

General solutions of Eq. (30), found by direct
inspection, are the following.

Longitudinal permanent sin/dures. They are of
three different kinds.

(i) ko=O, (/.(0)*0. This corresponds to II!)
= cons t, that IS, to a Ie r rornagne tic structure.

(ii) ko is at the boundary of the Br-rlloum zone.
We have then c-·tO"ri = c'ke"r" ý:: 1. If we choose
(I.(ko» = (/6( - ko» ýa.,r1l2, (Iýý is according to Eq.
(23) alternatively equal to + a and - a in succe ss i ve
planes perpendicular to ko. This corresponds to
antiferromagnetic structures consisting of planes
of magnetization alternatively parallel and anti-
parallel to the de field Ho.

(iii) 2ko is at the boundary of the Brillouin zone.
e-'(o·r. = ( - i)" in the nth plane from the origin pe r-
pendicular to ko. By choosing

(/6(ko) = (ýa)N1I2(1 + i)

(29)

(28)

(29')E = h,(Nln2 - S) .

l "" aS"" Nln2 -2ý P ".

The energy is, according to Eqs. (9) and (15), equal
to

,

According to the third form of the stability cri-
terion the stable structures at constant entropy in

this limiting case are as follows: at positive tem-
perature the structure for which X is minimum
(À <0); at negative temperature the structure for
which À is maximum (X ;> 0). It is easily found that
the two other forms of stability criterion predict
the same stable structures.

The determination of stable structures goes as

follows. We first determine the vector k, that
makes A(kl) minimum and the vector kz that makes
A(kz) maximum.

The structure that is stable at po s itive tempera-
ture is either longitudinal with ko kt. the corre-
sponding À be mg x

I 2A(k,); or transverse with ý

=kz, the corresponding À being '\2 ý -A(kz), depend-
ing on which x is smaller.

The struc ture that is stable at negative te mpe ra-
ture is either longitudinal with ko' kz, the corre-
sponding À being Àz cc 2A(k2); or transve:.se with ko
=k .. the corresponding À being À; c -A(kl), depend-
ing on which À is larger.

Our next task is to find among all 3N structures
determined above those that are "permanent." A

structure is defined by the relative values of polar-
izations p,. It is said to be permanent if a change
of temperature effects all magnitudes P. by the
same factor, that is, according to Eqs. (10), if the

relation (15) remains valid. The permanent struc-

a priori different for each value of k. Although
possible, the calculations are much more comph-
cated than in the present case.

One should remember that all these structures
have been de te r m ined as viewed from the rotating
frame. Longitudinal structures look the same ln

the laboratory frame as in the rotating frame. As
for transverse structures they correspond, when
viewed from the laboratory frame, to spin orienta-
tions that are rotating at the Larmor frequency
around the dc field Ho. Ordering in these struc-
tures merely implies fixed relative Orientations of
the various spins.

For comparing the solutions found in the limiting
case of vanishingly small polarizations one can use
a power expansion of the entropy (13) with respect
to p" which yields

232
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(35)

4rr ) 2"
.4(0) -

3" z;rll .

(ll) When, k -1
IS much smaller than the sample

dimensions the sum A(k) IS well defined. Let, for
instance, R be the radius of a spherical sample.
The condition is i kiR y, 1. When I k I

-1 is large
compared with the lattice parameter a, while still
much smaller than R, the lattice sum has a very
simple value:

- }z/ill 411 2A(k) =
"'2aT 3' (3 cos o_ - 1) ,

or

with /.., =
I k i, and j, IS the Bessel function of order

1. It varies from 0 when A'R .; 0 to the value (35)
when k R -v-, 1. Its maximum value is about 10%
larger than (35).

This unpleasant behavior of Fourier transforms
is limited to values of k that constitute a very
small fraction of the first Brillouin zone. We will
assume that we can ignore the vectors k of this
pathological domain unless they playa particular
role. More explicitly, if for a particular orienta-
tion of the field Ho, the extrema values of A(k) cor-
respond to small k values, that is,

A(k) =
811 } 2!;1l

IDU
3 ý

where O_ is the angle between the vector k and the
direction z.

(iii) When I k I-I becomes comparable with the
sample dimensions, that is, in a sphere when

. kiR-l, .4(k) is not well defined since the sum
(19) depends on the subscript j. This is due to the
long range of dipole-dipole interactions. A(k) has
been computed in this range with the spin j at the
center of a sphere. The result IS

A(k) =_411 }Z!;II
IDh

3 ý
,

the present mathematical technique may not be
suited to predicting the ordering that will occur.
These cases will in the present article be left ex-
plicitly aside. They will be treated in a future pub-
lication.

For bec and fcc lattices the extrema values of
A(k) correspond actually to small k values and
these lattices will not be studied .

ln a simple cubic lattice, theory predicts the oc-
currence of three different antiferromagnetic
structures: two at positive temperatures and one
at negative temperature. They are the following,
at some typical orientations of the magnetic field
110·

(34)

PRINCIPLES OF Nl'CLEAR MAGNETIC OHlJýHINv10

Il Stable structures in a cubic lattice

Diff e r e nt pe r m.uie nt structures have equal entro-
pies when they' have equal spin polarizations f>.
Ac co rdmg to the third form of stabrhty c r ite r ion
and Eq. (33) the most stable structure among them
IS that of nurumum \. at positive temperature and
that of maximum \ at negative temperature. This
c r iter ron vf relative stability is exactly the same
as Ln the h nut nu; case of small polarization, as
stated ear he r ,

the e nt ropv .ind the e ne rgv take the forms

" \ 1n2 - .: \ 1 . !'\1n(1 " f». (l - p) lnt l - f>l]' (32)

F ý.\ 'r' (33)

The Four ie r transforms of the dipole-dipole in-
ter ac trons have been computed by Cohen and Kef-
fer"2 for various cubic lattices. They have tabu-
lated, for a senes of discrete values of k regularly
drst ributed Ln the Brillouin zone, the following
quantities:

<;:(k-) _
-1"'" - 1-3 It'r,

'''3 p L- r, le,
I

where ',.I =- X, Y, Z, the primed sums are taken over
ail lattice vectors r, except r, = 0, and p is the
number of lattice points per unit volume. The axes
X, Y, Z are aligned with the fourfold axes of the
cubic system. Let 0,13, and )' be the cosines of the
dir ection z of the held Ho with respect to X, Y, and
Z. The dipolar sum A(k) is equal to

where a IS the lattice parameter, and n is the num-
be r of sp LnS pe r unit ce il.

The followmg general remarks can be made in
connection with these dipolar sums.

(I) For k = 0 the sum A(O) = LI All is well defined,
1. e., independent of subscript j provided the shape
oi the sample is an ellipsoid. Z3 Important values
)f this sum are the following:

Spherical sample,

.4(0) .u ,

Infinity flat disk perpendicular to z,

.4(0),-
811 gn'

3 20 '
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at TO.

b} T < 0

8z""15";

0) T>O

At C,

FIG. 2. Map of stable structures in a cubic system ur
spins i with truncated dipole-dipole interactions as a

function of orientation of magnetic field with respect tp

crystalline axes. Structures 1-1II are those of Fig. i .

Structures corresponding to areas IV are not analyzed.

It can be shown that no other structures (corre-
sponding to different k values) interfere in this sta-
bility problem. The maps of stable structures with
respect to de -field orientation are pictured in FI>:.

2 for ý of the entire sphere. The domains IV cor-
respond to A(iý) maximum and minimum for small
k values.

The boundaries correspond to the following an-
gles: .

Along AB, 8z::' 22' ;

Along BD, (Ix"" 78° ;

Along L, 8z""17.5c"

The same stable antüerromagnetic structures
are predicted in a crystal such as LiF. Its strue-
ture is of the NaCI type, i. e., each atomic spec les
forms an fcc lattice. If we disregard the düfer-
ence between nuclear species, we have a simple
cubic lattice of nuclear magnetic spins in which IS

from which, according to Eq. (34),

Y,21i 3COS28 1
..4(kl) - - 5. 352 2t?" 2

z-

A(k ) z: 9 687
y2h 3 eog28z - 1

Il .

2t.?" 2

where 9z is the angle between Ho and direction
[OOlJ.

We will disregard the anomalous behavior of

Fourier transforms for kR-l. Then as a rough
condition of stability of antüerromagnetic st rue -

tures with respect to structures pertaining to small
k values we have

_ 4lT y2h y2h
A(k) < -

3" 2n
3"" - 4. 19

2n j at T . 0 ,

A(k»8lT yZIi""8.38yzli
3 2n 3 2n 3

(37)

(38)

(38')

(37')

C
Structure III

T<O

GOLDMAN, CHAPELLIER, VU, AND ABRAGAM

b
Structure II

T>O

Structure III, Holl[OOl):

km =kll =(O,O,'lfla) ,

A(kn) = 9.687 yZ1i12a3, XIII = 2A(kll) ,

Tc = - 6. 13 X 10-1 K .

Successive planes perpendicular to [OOlJ have mag-
netizations alternatively parallel and antiparallel
to [110).

I. Positiv« temperature

Successive planes perpendicular to lOOlJ have mag-
netizations alternatively parallel and antiparallel
to [001).

The structure I is known in the literature as the
magnetic structure C, and structures li and ill are
known as structures A. 24 These structures are
shown on Fig. 1.

The domain of stability of these structures is

determined by the variation of the A(k)'s with the

orientation of magnetic field Ho.
For both kl = ('If I a, lT I a, 0) and kil = (0, 0, lT I a) one

has

Structure I, Ho"[OOl):

kl ==('lfla, lTla,O) ,

A(kl) == - 5. 352 y21i12a3, XI = 2A(kl) , (36)

Tc = - IPl/4ks = 3.4 X 10-1 K . (36')

It is a two-sublattice antüerromagnetic structure
where successive planes perpendicular to [1101
have magnetizations alternatively parallel and anti-
parallel to [001), the direction of the de field.

Structure II, Ho"[llO):

kn = (0, 0, lTla) ,

-
2 I 3

-

A(kll) == - 4.843 y li 2a, XII = 2A(kll) ,

FIG. 1. Predicted antiferromagnetic structures In a

simple cubic system of spins i subjected to truncated
dipole-dipole interactions.

234
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Structure l

T>O
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III \\IISS-HI' LI> .\!'il> HJLH- TEMPERATURE
"'PIW\I\I-\ TlO' 10 IIU. PROPlRTIES Of-

\" IIH,RRO\I \LNl TIC STRUCTURES

1

g

I

I

"

V

,

(48)

(50)

(49)

(47)

(48)

(45)

(44)

(42)

(43)

(48')

.-\ Sublattice magnetization in zero field

q
: -r- ýA(ko)'

SI = .vs( P,)

is equal to the final one (48'), we get

PA =PI .

that is,

q = ýlA(O) + A(ko)] ,

y= HA(O) -A(ko)] .

The state of the system has been reached by adia-
batic demagnetization of a paramagnetic state with
all spins parallel and with equal polarizations P".

Writing that the initial entropy

where s( p) is the entropy per spin of polarization
P in the Weiss-field approximation. In zero field
we have PA -PB, i.e., IPA 1= IPB I =PA, that is,

In the particular case of a spherical sample we
have A(O) - 0 and

The sublattice magnetization is the most funda-
mental property of an antiferromagnet. Its value
can be reached in principle by neutron diffraction
and by antiferromagnetic resonance.

The system contains ýX spins of polarization
'PAl "PA and ý .\' spins of polarization PB. Its en-
tropy is, according to Eq. (13), equal to

The paradoxical and obviously wrong result is
that, however small the initial polarization, the
system becomes antüerromagnetic upon adiabatic
demagnetization. This severe deficiency of the
Weiss-field approximation arises from its complete
neglect of the entropy associated with short-range
order. In the high-temperature approximation to

spin-temperature theorylZ it is apparent that the

energy and the entropy associated with the local
field Hi. correspond to short-range order. Since
the Weiss-field approximation knows no local field

Ii, on the other hand, PA = - PB along e, we have

If. r A(O)

where ka is the vector k pertaining to the antlferro-
magnetic structure; from which

from which

o r e lse , according to Eqs. (15) and (20),

"-!ýz ý. A(O)/J:

(41)

(39)

(40)

(39')

(40')

" -Til-TI II-TIPB - ( .... ·B WB) tanh(ûl WB ) "

-Til-TI I· I-TIPA - ( ... ·A WA) tanh(zi3 WA ) ,

T I (B A)'-'»By=-.!qPy+rpy,

'.4.·ýz ý + qP: + yp:) ,

wL=wý.=/J;.+ (q+ r)p:

The components of the frequencies are

"_'ýl U.'I - hqp:+ rtl:) ,

-'-'ýy - ý(qPý+ rpý) ,

-,-' ýz ý + qP: + rP: ;

We .ma lvze now several properties of the anti-
Ie r ro muc ne uc structures, de r ived in Sec. II, as a

Iunrt iuu of field and entropy. within the Weiss-field
app ro xi m a t to n. It Will prove, however, that this
.rppro xi m.u ron IS often untenable and that more
e l.ibo r n te treatments are required. In this article
we will re st r ict ourselves to a very rough correc-
t iun t,) the Weiss-field app roxirnation based on the
luc li-te mpe ruture app roxi mat ion to spin-tempera-
ture thelll'\', We ýI\'e only the results of this high-
tempe rat urc co r rert ion to the Weiss-field theory.
T'he llletl1"d for pe rf o r rm nu the high-temperature
f'XI':lll"IUI\ "f phvs ic.i l quant it ie s Will be published
('hl'\\'I1('rl'. The .m.r lvx i » IS mostly devoted to
th'hl' p rope rt ie s t h.it a re .uue nable to measure-
me nt II\' ""lB t ecluuque s .

Let .\ ,11ll1 B be the sublatt ice s whose magnet iza-
t io ns .ue opposite In zero held and at low tempera-
ture, At \';(1'1OUS fields and temperatures all spins
uf a :":I\'en suhlattice have the same polarization
a nd e xpe r ie nce the same Weiss field. Let us caU
ý \ and ý[l the po la r iz at ion vectors of each spin of
subl.rtt ice .. \ and B, respect ive ly, and :.ý and :,ý
the frequencies co r re sponding to the fields they
expe r rence . These vectors are related through

where (/ and r are constants that depend on the
shape of the sample and are computed below.
These equations are consequences of Eqs. (10),
(11), and (15). Let us consider the special case
when PA - Pa and they are aligned along z, We have
then

pn'lllt'ted t he onset at low temperature of the
st ruct u res depicted abo ve . Euc h sulil.rtt ice uf the
.uit ite rro m.ume t rr structures would co nt.u n spins
"f Il,,th ","'CIPS. The extension to the c;lse of se v -

e r.i l ,,,,Plll "'ppcles of the method of the loc a l Weiss
field \\'111 not be developed here.
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(58)

(57)

(59)

(55 )

(56)

T
- TIT

WA. = A(ko)p, WAs = WI - zA(O)ep, WAy = 0,

wI. = - A(ko)P, wý" = WI - iA(Q)OP. Wýy = Q "

This situation is depicted in Fig. 3. From the con-
dition

we get

Xl = II [A(ko) + iA(O)].

I!.û _ 9 _ wL _ wI - iA(O)ep
PA.

- -
wý.

-
A(ko)P

,

we get

8 = wll {p[A(ko) + iA(O)]} "

PA.=P, PA,,=OP, PAy=O,

PB. = - P , PBx = Op, Ph = 0 ;

If we define the transverse susceptibility as

Xl=ýýPVWI'

This susceptibility is independent of sublattice po-
lartzation in the antüerromagnetic state. This
property is the first that has been predicted for
anttïerromagneta.ê! It has been observed to hold
approximately for all antüerromagnetic systems
of electronic spins.

Comparison of this behavior with that predicted

FIG. 3. Sublattice pclartz auons and fields for an ant,-
ferromagnet in the presence of a sm al l transverse field.
The figure corresponds to the case of a positive temp''!"'-
ture.

net magnetization of the system is zero. If a small
rf field H" which in the rotating frame is seen as
a static field, is applied perpendicular to e, the
sublattice polarizations tilt by a small angle B so
as to be aligned with the total field they experi-
ence. One has to first order in ()

(53)

(51)

Po =0.59 , (54)

Structure Il, HolI[llO], T >0:

Po =0.405 , (54')

Structure ill, Holl[100], T< 0:

Po =0. 326 . (54")

236

other than the Weiss-field itself, it predicts that
whatever the init in l temperature ln high field, adi-
abatic de mngue tiz atron will decrease it below the
critical temperature.

It is known from other domains of magnetrsm
that the Weiss-field value for the critical tempera-
ture Tc is not too bad an approximation to its actual
value. We can attempt to get a rough approxima-
tion of the transition entropy as follows. We take
for granted the Weiss-field values of Tc lEqs. (36'),
(37'), and (38')1 and we use the high-temperature
approximation to spin-temperature theory to find
which initial polarizations yield these temperatures
after demagnetization. According to this theory,
the relationship between initial and final inverse
temperatures, when performing an adiabatic de-
magnetization from a high initial field to zero, is

where Wo is the initial Larmor frequency and D is
the local frequency, defined by

Ù = Tr(.1(c,2)/Tr(l;) . (52)

B. Transverse susceptibility in zero field

Since in high field and at high temperature, the
polarization of a spin ý is equal to

P = - i{3lwo ,

adiabatic demagnetization yields an inverse tem-
perature equal to ýc li the initial polarization is,
in absolute value,

However approximate, these values are indica-
tive of the amount of initial polarization required
to see an effect after adiabatic demagnetization.
This approximation will be used in various forms
in the following.

In zero effective field the sublattice polariza-
tions, aligned along z, are opposite, so that the

Selected values of D in a simple cubic lattice are
the following:

11011[100], D=3.16 y21iIZa3;

BolI[110], D=1.96 y21iIZa3"

Figures for the three antlierromagnetic struc-
tures are the following:

Structure I, HolI[100], T>O:
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-.-....._
High Temp,

3d Order

o 1 0 2 0 J 0 4 0.5 06 0,7 0,' 0,9

Inttial polarization Pi

High Temp.
1st Order

,.c 0 14
N

>-

;:;- 0 12
D

N

- 0 ,

C Longitudinal susSptibility in zero field

dicular to Ho, and infinitely long needle parallel to

Ho.
In order to estimate the importance of nonlinear

effects in Spin temperature In the paramagnetic
state while approaching the t rn ns rt ion, we have
computed the var iatton of \. with mitral polariza-
tion to third order with respect to inverse temper-
ature. This var-iation IS shown on Fig. 5 for
ý,![1001 in a spherical sample.

On the same fi.gure are plotted the experimental
values of \. observed for IýF spins in a spherical
sample of CaF". The po la r iz ation scale was de-
termined ill these expe ri ments by comparison of
absorption signal areas with that of a thermal equi-
librium signal at 4.2 K. Its accuracy is of the or-
der of 10(-;;. The o rdmate s were adjusted so as to

fit the value of \, i.n the plateau to the theoretical
value [Eq, (59)1. The over-all agreement between
expenment and theory is satrstacto ry. The strik-
ing prediction of the theory, namely, the occur-
rence of a plateau in the variation of \ 1 versus ini-
tial po lar iz atron, has also been confirmed, although
only qua litat ive ly, for Ho [1001 and T 0 (corre-
spending to the theoretic al predictton of structure
I), and for lia [1101 and T, 0 (corresponding to the
theoretical prediction of structure II). The "turn-
over" initial po lar izations correspond grossly to

those predicted. A detailed description of these
experiments together with new results will be pub-
lished later.

Let us start in zero field with polarizations
along z and P: = - l': = p, and let p be the inverse
temperature corresponding to these values. We
then introduce adiabatically a small field - 6/)'

FIG. 5. Transverse susceptibility In zero field .. a
(unCti_,?n of initial polarization (or a spherical sample,
with Ho" [100J and at negative temperature, accordlDi to
Weiss-field, first-order high-temperature, and tb1rd-
order high-temperature approximations, together with
experimental results for CaFz"

l

l

(61)

Weiss

PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC ORDERING

o 1 0 2 0.3 04 D,S 0.6 07 0.8 0 9

Initial polarization Pi

10

ý
N

>-

-;:;-..
c

('oj

>--
ý-

Q."
ý

U

It!

::J

ý
It!

., f-
It!

I....
ý.,

>
It!

C
C
....

.....

FIG, ,1. Tr a ns ve r se susceptibility in zero field as a

.unc n o n of i rut i al pol a rfz atton, with Ho Il [100J and at neg a-
'IH' tcrnpe-r atu re .. nco rding to both the WeIss-held and
'Iw !ll.;h-kmpl'r:ltul'l' app roxi mations , (al lnf iru te l y flat
,,,,, i,CI'IH'lldlclIl.tr t.· H,); (hI sphe rrcal sample; (e) in-

"i ru t cl v l on.; 11l'l'dk p.r r al le l to H,),

.u low initi a l polarization by spin-temperature the-
irv offers another way of estimating the transition

entropy, We suppose that we are in a paramag-
netrc state. so that PA = PB = P and ;:;ý = ý; = ýT. In

the high-temperature approximation to spin-tem-
ner ature theory we have P", cr ýw'" (a = x, v, z). Then
t.f we start the adiabatic demagnetization with ini-
tial polarization î', we get according to Eq. (51)

r. Pi .... ; D; (60)

from which, according to Eqs. (40) and (43),

/>,. pil""t- ýA(O)p.l/D

It is equal to the value (59) in the antiferromagnetic
state when the irut ial polarization value I PI I is
equal to

Po D [A(ko) l '

This is identical with Eq. (53) and yields the same
values of Po as Eqs. (54)-(54").

This value of />0 is independent of the value of
A(O), that IS, independent of the sample shape pro-
vided It IS an e Ihpsoid. It reflects the fact that the
demagnetlzating field -1A(0)px affects in the same
way the transverse susceptibility in the paramag-
netic and in the antiferromagnetic state.

Figure 4 shows the variation of X" with initial
polarization predicted by Eqs. (59) and (61) for
structure ill <HoII[lOO] and T<O) for three different
sample shapes: sphere, infinitely flat disk perpen-
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(64 )

WI """

XII pU&
= p,/ln - A(o)PII

1 2 l

Otpotor Ener ...... .,.. 110-ll .rOI'

where we have used

Figure 6 is a plot of X" versus init ial po lar izat io n

according to Eqs. (63) and (64) for structure m 111

a spherical sample. On this figure IS also plotted
the variation of X" in the paramagnetic phase ac-
cording to third-order expansion 10 ", the calcul.r-
tion of which is not given here.

The qualitative feature of Eq. (63), namely, that
in the antiferromagnetlc state \ decreases when
the sublattice po la r iz ations lOC r e a se , IS also one
of the early p redtc tions un ant if e r ro maune t rs m

that has been well ve r if ied 10 e lect roruc spin sy!:o-
terns. Together with the constancy of \. It IS vel";
characteristic of antiferromagnets. This Ie atur e

has been expe r imenta lly ve r if iecl by me asur iru; \

not as a Iunct ion of entropy, but as a function of
dipolar energy, Z6 by a procedure that will not be
described here. The results are shown on Fig. 7,

together with the Weiss-field theoretical prediction
in the antiferromagnetic state and first - and third-
order high-temperature expans ions in the par amac -

netic state. The Weiss-field value of the dipolar
energy in the antiferromagnetic state is, acco rduu;
to Eqs. (29) and (36)-(38) given by

In the paramagnetic case, a combination of Weis<-,-
field and high-temperature approximations for
spin-temperature theory yields for I): = I): z, /lI'

P. = p,[11 + A(O)P.]1
û

,

from which

FIG. 7. Longitudinal susceptibility in zero field as :1

function of energy for a spherical sample of CaF 2' with
Ho. (100) and at negative temperature, according to

Weiss-field, and first-order high-temperature aDd thi rd-
order high-temperature approximations, together wltl!
experimental results.

(63)

0.1 02 0.3 04 OS 06 0.7 0.8 09

Initial polarization P,

=(l-PZ)m(_f!p )/
[ IPA<ko) - A(O)(1 - pl) lnG :)) ] ,
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dS = as(o, p)
ý +

as(o, (3)
d{3 = 0

awl' a{3

Since in zero field the magnetization vanishes we
have M,,(O, p) = a.\I..(o, p)/a{3 = 0 and .H.(ý, P + diJ) does
not depend on d;3 to first order, which proves the
statement.

ln zero field the polarizations are along z and are
equal to p: = - P: = p. ln the field - ý/ y they are
equal to P:=PH. and P: = -PH.'. Equations (39)
and (40) yield, to first order tn a, e, and (',

( = (' = _ ý(3ý(I - pZ)/ [1 + WA(O)(I - pZ)]. (62)

We define the longitudinal susceptibility as

Xu: ýýP!/I1,
and we get

XII = fi 11: - ýP(l- pZ)/[l + ýf3A(O)(I _ pZ)]

while

M,,(ý, il + d(3) " .\1.(0, ý) +
a'\/,,(O, ý)

ý +
a.\[,(O, ý)

diJ
awl' ai3 '

along z and look for the total longitudinal rnagnetr-
zation, which is proportional toý. The magneti-
zation is proportional to the isentropic longitudinal
susceptibility which, as we show now, is in the
present case equal to the isothermal susceptibility.
Let d{3 be the variation of temperature correspond-
ing to the isentropic introduction of the field ý.
The total longitudinal magnetization is

FlG. 6. Longitudinal susceptibility in zero field as a

function of initial polarization for a spherical sample,
with Ho Il (100) and at negative temperature, according to
Weiss-field, fi r sr-orde r high-temperature, and third-
order high-temperature approximations.
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1. T""uition {wid

It can be shown from the Weiss-field equations
that when

2ptanh-l(p)ý 1 ,

along z, is equal to p: = PAt the value of I P: I = P.
is according to Eq. (48), obtained from

,

$( PA) + $( P.) = 2s( p) , (65)

as shown on Fig. 8. The sign of P: is left undeter-

mined.
Given values of P: and P: which satisfy Eq. (65)

we look for values of Il. and fl that satisfy Eqs. (38)

and (39'), and (40) and (40'). A straightforward
calculation yields

Il. = 1A(ko)(P: - P:)(UA + "B)/("A - liB) , (66)

where we use the notation

UA = tanh-I( PA) and "." tanh-I( P.) .

The value of .l can then be calculated il desired

from one of Eqs. (39) and (39').
As an example, Fig. 9 shows the variation of

P: and P: as a function of effective held for an ini-

tial polarization P = O. 4. The held values corre-

spond to CaF2 with Holi[lool.

which corresponds to initial polarizations p
ý O. 647, the transition from paramagnetism to
antüerromagnetism is of second order and takes
place at the held for which P: - P: - O. A straight-
forward but tedious calculation yields for the crit-
ical held

PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR MAGl"ETIC ORDEHING

The fast pas sage . 1. e., the adiabatic demagneti-
zatron followed by re magne nzanon, takes place at
constant entropy. All properties of the antiferro-
magnet dur mg a fast passage, that IS, for nonzero
values of ý. are c alculated from Eqs. (39), (39'),
(40), (40'), and (48), We w111 describe but a few of
these properties Without giving the proofs. We will
consider for s irnp hcrty the case of a spherical
sample, so that A(O) O. We wi ll Limit ourselves
to mitral po lar izat ions P 5 0.65, the reason being
that With irut ial polanzations above this value the
phenomena are complicated by the occurrence, in

an entropy-dependent range of nonzero effective
fields, of a more complex structure whose de-
scription is postponed to a later publication.

o Sub13I1IlT potanzauons. transition fwld. and dispersion
"ltnal durin!! 3 fast passage

Polarization

/ Sub"lIi« polcriutiofU

FIG. 8. Selection of a couple of values of sublattice
polarizations PA and I p. I corresponding within the Weiss-
field approximation to the same entropy as the initial
polarization p.

E, / S = ý A (ko)/,z .

In the paramagnetic state, the first-order high-
temperature approximation to spin-temperature
theorylz yields the value

Ed X - ýPiD .

There IS an over-all semiquantitative agreement
between the variation of XII and that predicted by
the above approxirnate theories.

10

Within the Weiss-field approximation, the sub-
lattice polarizations are determined most simply
aB follows. Let P be the initial polarization. U

in a field lih the polJarization of sublatt1ce A ,

FIG. 9. Sublattice polarizaUons a. a funcUoD of elfec-
tive longitudinal field. The entropy corresponds to an
iDitial polarization p. = O. 4. Figures correspond to struc-
ture 1Il (Ho I (100) aDd T< 0) in a spherical sample of CaF!.
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(69)
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on Fig. 10. However approximate, they fit rea-
sonably the predictions of the combined Weiss-field
plus high-temperature approximation.

In the presence of the rf field driving the fast
passage the total spin polarization u along WI is
calculated by first-order perturbation. The mag-
nitudes of the polarizations are those calculated in
Sec. illD2 and these polarizations are tilted by a
small angle so as to make them parallel to the to-
tal field experienced by the spins.

In the high-field paramagnetic phase we have PA
= Pa =p, and

WI/ P. = fl./ P. "'" fl./ P ,

from which

u= ýýp!=Pw/fl.

and the dispersion signal is hyperbolic. In the
low-field antilerromagnetic phase a straighUor-
ward calculation yields for a spherical sample

..!!. _ fl.( pt + p;) + ýA(&)[ 4ptp: - (pt)Z _ (p;)2 J

WI
-

2fl.! dtl.A(ko)(Pý+ P;) - ýA(ko)!(P:- p;)2
(70)

The variation predicted by Eqs. (69) and (70) is
plotted in Fig. 11, the lower part for P = 0.59. The
figures correspond to structure ill in a spherical
sample of CaF!. In the upper part of this figure
are shown experimental fast-passage signals ob-

FIG. 1':; Fast-pusage dispersion signal in CaF 2 with
T<O and ",1(100). Top: experimental signals with ini-
tial polanzations P. = 0.59 and 0.28. Bottom: signal
predicted by Weiss-field approximation for P. = 0.59.

(68)

0.9
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and for the critical inverse temperature
[I

-
2 ]-1t3c = - aA(ko)(l - p) .

FIG. 10. Critical field as a function of initial polar-
lýat1on in a spherical sample of CaF

2
with structure III

(HolI(100), T<O) using Weiss-field, Weiss-field plus
first-order high-temperature, and Weiss-field plus third-
order high-temperature approximations. Comparison
with experimental results.

The variation of He = fl.c/ y as a function of initial
polarization P is plotted in Fig. 10. The figures
correspond to structure ill (Holl[lOO], T<O) for
I!lF spins in CaFz.

The inadequacy of the Weiss-field approximation
for accounting for the entropy is here again appar-
ent in the unacceptable prediction that the critical
field vanishes only at zero initial polarization. In
an attempt to Improve this result we can use the
same approximation as before. Namely, we com-
pute Pc as a Iunct ion of ýc according to Eqs. (67)
and (68). Then we use a high-temperature expan-
sion to compute the entropy corresponding to those
values of P and ý, and finally we determine the
initial polarization that corresponds to this entro-
py. The result, critical field as a function of ini-
tial polarization, IS also plotted in Fig. 10 for
first-order and third-order approximations to the
entropy. This calculation corresponds to second-
order transitions, when at the transition the sys-
tem is paramagnetic. The "critical" initial polar-
izations obtained by this procedure, 0.32 and
0.345, for first-order and third-order approxima-
tions, respectively, are close to those obtained
before. The formula Sc S(i3, fl.) and its derivation
will be given in a forthcoming paper.

Approximate values of transition fields have been
derived from the shape of the fast-passage signals
described in Sec. illD3. These values are plotted
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served III 3 sphe rrc al sample of CaF: at neg auve
te mpe r ature md With Ho 1100 I

{or two value s of
irut ial po lar iz atron: 59 and 28'7, The smgular itv
predicted by the Weiss-field app ro xi ma t ion at the
pa ss.ure {rom p.rr am.tg ne t is m to anuje r ro macne-
(Ism IS to a laree extent smeared out In the e xpe r i -

mental s igna l with f'; ,O. 59, It reduces to 3 pb-
te au that beums at ;1Il eff ect ive field cornpa rnble to
the theoretical t r.ms rt ion field, This plateau IS ob-
served in the range of init ial polarizations for
which the tr ansve r se suscept ibrhty In zero held
\. IS constant. Such J. shape departs markedly
from the usual shape of fast-passage srgnals at
high te mpe r ature , ;lS e xernp hf red by the f3st-pas-
sace Signal co r re spondrru; to f'. ý 0.28.

1\ l'D'CU SIO!'.

This a rt ic le consists es sent i a lly of two pa rt s ,

In the Ii r st part we have described the ge ner al
pr mc iple s unde r lv uu; the prcduc t ion and study of
magnetic o r de r mg 111 nuclear spin systems. The
problem of produc uu; magnetic o rde r ing is essen-
tully that of coohru; the nue lear spins to suff ic ient-
lv low te mpe rntur e s . It is solved by a two-step
process: dynarmc po lar rz atron in a high field fol-
lowed by nuclear adiabatic de mag net tz atron either
in the labor ato rv f r.une or In the rotating frame.
A consequence of this procedure IS that the tem-
perature IS not the most acce s s ible e xpe r imental
pa r arnete r . We have listed with few det ai ls a

number of measurements that CUI be made md the
kind of iruor mauon they yield on the properties of
the ordered state. Most of these measurements
use the techmque of nuclear magnetic resonance
and ;IS suc h they depart markedly from those used
to mve stuz ate electroruc S!Hn systems.

The second p.ir t of the a rt ic le makes use of a

p.i r uc ula r appr oxi maucn method. the Weiss-field
app roxirnanon, to de r ive the main properties of
the ordered states: the nature of the ordered struc-
tures and the var rat ion With entropy of some of the
phy src al quanu t ie s amenable to measurement. Thrs
inve stigat ion IS Iirmted to systems consi st ing of a

Simple cubic array of one nuclear species of spins
ý subjected to truncated dipole-dipole mte ractions ,

The same methods can of course be used to study
more complex srtuations: a nontruncated spur-spin
Hamiltonian in actual zero field, more complex
crystalhne structures, spins higher than ý, the
existence of scalar as well as dipolar interactions

lA. Abragam, C. R. Acad. Sei. (Paris)ý, 225 (1960).
: A. Abragam, C. R. Acad. Sci. (Paris) 254, 1267 (1962).
.1!,>!. Goldman, ln Magnetic ResOfltlrace arad Radiofreql4eracy

Spectroscopy, edited by P. Averbuch (North-Holland,
Amaterdam, 1969), p. 157.
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between spins and the presence of several spin spe -

c ie s . The li mited ambrtion of using the simplest
possible npproximauon to get 3 qualitative picture
of the phenomena proves insuïücrent insofar as,
because of the poor value of entropy Yielded by the

Weiss-field method, the latter gives a completely
erroneous pr edictron for the transition from para-
magne us rn to ant ife r ro mag ne u s m. An attempt is

made to amend these faulty p redtctrons by combin-
mg the Weiss-field approximation With the high-
temperature appro xi matron to spin-temperature
theory. The most severe c r iuc rsrn that can be

made to thrs method IS that the results It yields are
mcons istent from the point of view of thermody-
narmc s. ThiS point will be analyzed III detail in a

future ar t ic le where we Will develop a closely re-
lated app roxi mation 111 a consistent way.

Nuclear-magnetic-resonance measurements give
no direct proof of the existence of anllferromagne-
tism, contr a ry to neutron diffraction. The purpose
of the m1R mve strgutron must be to measure as
many quantities as po ss ible , to c alc ulate them by
as good theo rte s as possible and to hope for over-
all agreement. The e xpe r imental results obtained
so far exhibit se m iquant itat ive ag reernent with the

makeshift theory given above as regards parallel
and pe rpendicular susceptibiutre s and transition
fields. and quah tative agreement as regards the
shape of f aat-pas sage signals. In any case they
provide st rona support to the exi stence of nuclear-
dipolar antif e r romagnet i sm ,

The occurrence of a magnetic phase transition
under such unusual conditions 3S effective interac-
tions In a rotating frame and negative absolute tem-
perature illustrates the quality of nuclear spin sys-
tems as model systems for thermodynamics. These
studies give furthermore a physical meaning to

te mpe r ature s In the mic rodeg ree range that would,
for other systems, be hardly distmguishable from
absolute zero.
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of ordered structures. J. -F. Jacquinot and S.
Cox, "second generation" investigators of nuclear
magnetic ordenng, have been of great help for
clarifying and decanting our ideas. This work has

benefited from many discussions with J. Winter.

between spins and the presence of several spin spe-

cies. The l mn te d .imtnuon of us nu; the simplest

po,;slble .ippro xim.iuou to get :1 qualitative picture

of the phenlll1len:1 p ro ve s msuff rc ient Insofar 35,

be c.iuse of the poor v.i lue of entropy Yielded by the

Weiss-field method, the l.it te r gIves .1 completely
erroneous predictIOn for the t r ans it ion from para-

magne t i s m to .mt ife r ro rnag ne ti s m. An attempt is

made to amend these faulty p redrct ions by combin-

Ing the Weiss-field approxi rnauon with the high-
temperature approlOllutlOn to spill-temperature
theo rv , The most severe c r rt rc i s m that can be

madeto thrs method IS that the results It yields are

inr ons i s tent [rom the point of view of thermody-
narruc s , This pomt will be analyzed In detail in a

future article where we will develop a closely re-

lated approlOllullon In a consistent way.
Nuc lear e maune tic -re sonance measurements give

no direct proof of the existence of antifer-romagne-
tis rn, contrary to neutron diff r ac tton. The purpose
of the fI,'}.tR rnvs st ignuon must be to measure as

many quantities as possible, to c alc ulate them by
:IS good theones as possible and to hope for over-
all agreement. The expenmental results obtained
so Ia r exhibit sermquantrtauve agreement with the
makeshift theory gl\'en above .IS regards parallel
and pe rpendic ular susceptibrh tie s and transition
f ie lds , and quahtauve ag ree ment as regards the
shape of I as t-pas s.ute signals . In any case they
provide strong support to the existence of nuclear-
dipolar annfe r rornagnet ism.

The occurrence of a magnetic phase transition
under such unusual condit ions as effective interac-
nons In a rotating frame and neg auve absolute tem-
perature i l lust r ate s the quality of nuclear spin sys-
tems as model systems for the r modynamics. These
studies give furthermore a physical meaning to

temperatures In the rruc rodeg ree range that would,
for other systems, be hardly drst inguishable from
absolute ze ro ,

<e r ve d In .1 "plwnr.d s.i rup le of C:IF: .it nec.iuve
u-rupe r.uure .md II i t h HCl 11001 for two va lue s of

.mt i.i! po Li r rz nt rou: 59 and 28 ý. The s inuu la ri tv
":'l'dlcted \li t he \\t'Is,,-fll'Ict .lpproXllll.ltloll .u the

",1"".1>':'1' [ ro m p.rrrru.icuet u-rn to .mute r ro macnc-
'.>1:11,.. tll.1 l.i r ce ext e nt s me.rr e d o ut In the e xpe r i -

:::enul s iun.i l with t-, - 0, 59. It reduces to a pla-

t e-.t u th.it beu ms .u .in effect ive f ie ld comparable to
':e theo re uc.il t r.ins ition held. Trus plateau IS 01>-

-, r ve d ln the r.uu;e of irut ia l po lar iz at ions for
',C 'urh the t r .msve r se suscept ibrhty III zero field

I,.. r onst.uu . Suc h a shape departs markedly
:: .irn the us u.i l <h.rpe of tJ.st-pass:lge sumals at
.. .;h te mpe r.u u re . .h e xe mp lif ted by the Iasr-pa s-

-,.e,e ";1":I1.tl co r re sp.mdiru; ta Pt . O. 28.

Tru- .r ru c le ,'l)J1"I"tS e s se nt ia lly of two parts.
l.: the Ii r st p.i r t wc have described the !!eneral

: mc ip le « unde r lvnu; the production and study of
·: ..I(netlc o r-de r uu; lJ1 nuclear spm systems. The

. roule rn of p roduc uu; rnagnet ic o rde rmc IS essen-
.: .i llv tlut of c oo h ru; the nuclear spins to suff ic ient-
.. low te mpe r.iture s . It IS solved by a two-step

: )l't',.;s: ct\"Il.1I1l1C po lar iz ation In a hl!!h held fol-
.ved hv nur le a r .idi.rbat ic de mag ne t rz anon either

.:. the l.ibo r.ito rv t r.une or In the rot at mg frame.
.-\ c'.lll"equence 1)[ this procedure IS that the tern-
, t r.uu re !,; nul the most .ic ce ssible e xpe r imental
.v.r r a me t e r , We );.111' li ste d wit h few details a

::":11I>er of me asur eruent s that C\J1 be made and the
r.::ld of mf o r m.u ion they yield on the properties of
:ht' ordered st.u e . vlost of these measurements
'_;-t' the technl'!'Jl' 'l! nuclear macne uc re sonanr e

.,:: 1 .1" ,;uch the v de\':lrt markedly from those used
11l\E'''II:':.lte e lec t roruc Spin sv ste rns ,

l'he "ecund ;!.Irt .if the ar uc le m.ike s use of :1

rt ic ul.i r .rppr o xnr..rnon method, the Weiss-field
.L'''l'OXlnLltIUIl. t,) .ie rrve the maw properties of
:!H,' o r de r ed "Llte-" tile nature of the ordered struc-
t u res .uid the \'.II'l:IlI,)f1 with entropy of sorne of the
:'!,';';Ic.d qu.mt it ie-, amenable to measurement. This
l:;'.estlg.1tlon IS h rm t e d to systems consrstrng of a

-i .np le c ulnr .ULI\' of one nuclear species of spins
-ubjec ted to t r unc.ued dipole-dipole mte racuons .

The same methods c an of course be used to study
more complex sit uauons: a nontruncated spin-spin
ll.mu ltoruan III .lct\L.lI zero held, more complex
l' [\ staillne structures, spins higher than ý, the
eXIstence of scalar as well as dipolar interactions
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served in a spher-ical sample of CaF 2 at negative
temperature and with Ho :[1001 for two values of
initial polarization: 59 and 281{-. The singularrty
predicted by the Weiss-field approximation at the
passage from paramagnetism to antiferromagne-
tisrn is to a large extent smeared out in the exper i-

mental signal with Pi = O. 59. It reduces to a pla-
teau that begins at an effective field comparable to

the theoretical transition field. ThIS plateau IS ob-
served in the range of initial polarizations for
WhICh the transverse susceptibility In zero field
\. is constant. Such a shape departs markedly
from the usual shape of fast-passage srgnals at
high temperature, as e xe mp lif ied by the fast-pas-
sage signal co r re sponding to Pi = 0.28.

IV CO:'liCLLSION

This artie le consists essentially of two parts.
In the first part we have described the general
principles under-lying the production and study of

magnetic o rde r ing in nuclear spin systems. The
problem of producing magnetic ordering is essen-
tially that of cooling the nuclear spins to sufficient-
ly low temperatures. It IS solved by a two-step
process: dynamic po lar iz ation in a high held fol-
lowed by nuclear adiabatic demagnetization eithe r

in the laboratory frame or in the rotating frame.
A consequence of this procedure is that the tem-
perature is not the most accessible experimental
parameter. We have listed with few details a

number of measurements that can be made and the
kind of information they yield on the properties of
the ordered state. Most of these measurements
use the technique of nuclear magnetic resonance
and as such they depart markedly from those used
to inve st igate electronic spin systems.

The second part of the artie le makes use of a

partrcular approximation method, the Weiss-field
approximation, to de r ive the main prope rt ie s of
the ordered states: the nature of the ordered struc-
tures and the variation with entropy of some of the
physical quanhties amenable to measurement. This
investigation is limited to systems consisting of a

simple cubic array of one nuclear species of spins
;. subjected to truncated dipole-dipole interactions.
The same methods can of course be used to study
more complex situations: a nontruncated spin-spin
Hamiltonian in actual zero field, more complex
crystalline structures, spins higher than L the
existence of scalar as well as dipolar interactions
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between spins and the presence of several spin spe-

cies. The limited ambition of using the simplest

possible approximation to get a qualitative picture

of the phenomena proves msuïüctent insofar as,
because of the poor value of entropy yielded by the

Weiss-field method, the latter gives a completely

erroneous prediction for the transition from para-

magnetism to antiferromagnetism. An attempt is

made to amend these faulty predictions by combin-

ing the Weiss-held approximation with the high-

temperature approximation to spin-temperature
theory. The most severe c r itrc i s m that can be

made to this method IS that the results it yields are
inconsistent from the point of view of thermody-
narnic s. This point will be analyzed Ln detail in a

future article where we will develop a closely re-

lated approXimation in a consistent way.
Nuclear-magnetic-resonance measurements give

no direct proof of the existence of antiferromagne-
tism, contrary to neutron diffraction. The purpose
of the NMR inve strgation must be to measure as

many quantities as possible, to calculate them by

as good theones as possible and to hope for over-
all agreement. The experimental results obtained
so far exhibit semiquantitative agreement with the

makeshift theory given above as regards parallel
and perpendicular susceptibi litre s and transition
fields, and qualitative agreement as regards the
shape of fast-passage signals. In any case they
provide strong support to the existence of nuclear-
dipolar antiferromagnetism.

The occurrence of a magnetic phase transition
under such unusual conditions as effective interac-
tions In a rotating frame and negative absolute tem-
perature illustrates the quality of nuclear spin sys-
tems as model systems for thermodynamics. These
studies give furthermore a physical meaning to

temperatures in the microdegree range that would,
for other systems, be hardly dist inguishable from
absolute zero.
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